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Abstract

Staircases of strath terraces and strongly incised valleys are the most typical landscape features of Portuguese rivers. This

paper examines the incision achieved during the late Cenozoic in an area crossed by the Tejo river between the border with Spain

and the small town of Gavião. In the more upstream reach of this area, the Tejo crosses the Ródão tectonic depression, where

four levels of terraces are distinguished. During the late Cenozoic fluvial incision stage, the Ródão depression underwent less

uplift than the adjacent areas along the river. This is reflected by the greater thicknesses and spatial extent of the terraces; terrace

genesis was promoted by impoundment of alluvium behind a quartzitic ridge and the local presence of a soft substratum. Outside

this tectonic depression, the Tejo has a narrow valley incised in the Hercynian basement, with some straight reaches that

probably correspond to NE–SWand NNW–SSE faults, the terraces being nearly absent. Geomorphological evidence of tectonic

displacements affecting the Ródão dissected terrace remnants is described. Geochronological dating of the two younger and

lower terrace levels of this depression suggests a time-averaged incision rate for the Tejo in the Ródão area, of ca. 1.0 m/ka over

the last 60 thousand years. A clear discrepancy exists between this rate and the 0.1 m/ka estimated for the longer period since the

end of the Pliocene. Although episodes of valley incision may be conditioned by climate and base-level changes, they may also

have been controlled by local factors such as movement of small fault-bounded blocks, lithology and structure. Regional crustal

uplift is considered to be the main control of the episodes of valley incision identified for this large, long-lived river. A model is

proposed in which successive regional uplift events—tectonic phases—essentially determined the long periods of rapid river

downcutting that were punctuated by short periods of lateral erosion and later by some aggradation, producing strath terraces.
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